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Executive Summary
Purpose
To determine whether the costs reported by Just Kids Early Childhood Learning Center (Just Kids), 
on its Consolidated Fiscal Reports (CFRs) were reasonable, necessary, directly related to the special 
education program, and sufficiently documented pursuant to the State Education Department’s 
(SED) Reimbursable Cost Manual (Manual). The audit included the expenses claimed on Just Kids’ 
CFRs for the fiscal years 2011-12, 2012-13, and 2013-14. 

Background
Just Kids Early Childhood Learning Center (Just Kids) is a Suffolk County-based for-profit organization 
that is authorized by SED to provide, among other SED-approved programs,  Preschool Special 
Education Itinerant Teacher (SEIT), Special Class (SC), and Special Class in an Integrated Setting 
(SCIS) programs to disabled children between the ages of three and five years. During the 2013-14 
school year, Just Kids served about 803 students.  Local school districts refer preschool students 
to Just Kids programs based on clinical evaluations. The counties pay for the preschool special 
education services using rates established by SED.  The rates are based on the financial information 
that Just Kids reports to SED on its annual CFRs. The State in turn reimburses the counties 59.5 
percent of the statutory rates they pay Just Kids.  For the three fiscal years beginning July 1, 
2011 and ending June 30, 2014, Just Kids reported approximately $53.7 million in reimbursable 
costs for its SED Programs. In addition to the Preschool special education programs, Just Kids also 
operates a day care center. Several Just Kids employees also performed services at an affiliated 
entity, Just Kids Diagnostic & Treatment Center. Just Kids and the Diagnostic & Treatment Center 
share a common ownership. This less-than-arm’s-length relationship, as defined in the Manual, is 
disclosed in the notes to Just Kids’ Annual Financial Statement.
 

Key Findings
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we identified $417,994 in reported costs that did 
not comply with the Manual’s requirements and recommend such costs be disallowed. These 
ineligible costs included $229,117 in personal service costs and $188,877 in other than personal 
service (OTPS) costs.  Among the disallowances we identified were:

• $148,590 in OTPS expenses, including $117,986 for repairs, maintenance, office supplies, and 
utilities;

• $108,662 in employee day care discounts given to employees who were not the parents of the 
students enrolled in their programs;

• $70,951 for lack of time records/work product for an employee; and
• $38,800 in overstated compensation for two employees.

We have also identified certain less-than-arm’s-length transactions by Just Kids that SED should 
reevaluate. 
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Key Recommendations

To SED: 
• Review the recommended disallowances resulting from our audit and make the appropriate 

adjustments to Just Kids’ reimbursement rates. 
• Work with Just Kids officials to help ensure their compliance with Manual provisions.
• Re-evaluate Just Kids’ less-than-arm’s-length (LTAL) lease and health service transactions for 

reasonableness and cost effectiveness.

To Just Kids:
• Ensure that costs reported on future CFRs comply with all Manual requirements.

Other Related Audits/Reports of Interest
Milestone School for Child Development: Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual (2014-
S-37)
Churchill School and Center: Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual (2012-S-20)

http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093015/14s37.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093015/14s37.pdf
http://osc.state.ny.us/audits/allaudits/093014/12s20.pdf
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State of New York
Office of the State Comptroller

Division of State Government Accountability

December 31, 2015

Ms. MaryEllen Elia      Mr. Steven Held
Commissioner       Executive Director
State Education Department    Just Kids Early Childhood Learning Center
State Education Building    35 Longwood Road
89 Washington Avenue    Middle Island, NY 11953
Albany, NY 12234

Dear Ms. Elia and Mr. Held:

The Office of the State Comptroller is committed to helping State agencies, public authorities, 
and local government agencies manage government resources efficiently and effectively and, by 
so doing, providing accountability for tax dollars spent to support government-funded services 
and operations. The Comptroller oversees the fiscal affairs of State agencies, public authorities, 
and local government agencies, as well as their compliance with relevant statutes and their 
observance of good business practices. This fiscal oversight is accomplished, in part, through our 
audits, which identify opportunities for improving operations. Audits can also identify strategies 
for reducing costs and strengthening controls that are intended to safeguard assets. 

Following is a report, entitled Compliance With the Reimbursable Cost Manual, of our audit of the 
costs submitted by Just Kids Early Childhood Learning Center to the State Education Department 
for purposes of establishing preschool special education tuition reimbursement rates. This audit 
was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article V, Section 1 
of the State Constitution; Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law; and Section 4410-c of the 
State Education Law. 

This audit’s results and recommendations are resources for you to use in effectively managing 
your operations and in meeting the expectations of taxpayers. If you have any questions about 
this draft report, please feel free to contact us.

Respectfully submitted,

Office of the State Comptroller
Division of State Government Accountability
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State Government Accountability Contact Information:
Audit Director:  Frank Patone
Phone: (212) 417-5200 
Email: StateGovernmentAccountability@osc.state.ny.us
Address:

Office of the State Comptroller 
Division of State Government Accountability 
110 State Street, 11th Floor 
Albany, NY 12236

This report is also available on our website at: www.osc.state.ny.us 
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Background
Just Kids Early Childhood Learning Center (Just Kids) is a for-profit organization that is authorized 
by the State Education Department (SED) to provide, among other SED-approved programs, 
preschool Special Education Itinerant Teacher (SEIT, code 9135), Special Class (SC, codes 9103 
and 9115), and Special Class in an Integrated Setting (SCIS, codes 9160 and 9165) programs to 
disabled preschool children ages three through five years.  For the purposes of this report, these 
programs are collectively referred to as the SED Programs. Based in Middle Island, New York, Just 
Kids provides these SED Programs to children throughout Suffolk and Nassau counties. During the 
2013-14 school year, Just Kids served about 803 students.

Local school districts refer preschool special education students to Just Kids programs based 
on clinical evaluations. The counties pay for the preschool special education services Just Kids 
provides using rates established by SED. The State in turn reimburses the counties 59.5 percent 
of the statutory rate it pays to Just Kids. The rates are based on the financial information that Just 
Kids reports to SED on its annual Consolidated Fiscal Reports (CFRs). To qualify for reimbursement, 
Just Kids’ expenses must comply with the criteria set forth in SED’s Reimbursable Cost Manual 
(Manual), which provides guidance to special education providers on the eligibility of reimbursable 
costs, the documentation necessary to support these costs, and cost allocation requirements 
for expenses relating to multiple programs. Reimbursable costs must be reasonable, necessary, 
program-related, and properly documented. 

Chapter 545 of the Laws of 2013 mandates the State Comptroller to audit the expenses reported to 
SED by special education service providers for preschool children with disabilities. For fiscal years 
2011-12, 2012-13, and 2013-14, Just Kids reported approximately $53.7 million in reimbursable 
costs for its SED Programs. Our audit scope period focused on fiscal years 2011-12 through 2013-
14.

In addition to the preschool special education programs subject to our audit, Just Kids also 
operates a day care center. Several Just Kids employees also performed services at an affiliated 
entity, Just Kids Diagnostic & Treatment Center, which provides therapeutic services for Just Kids 
students. Just Kids and the Diagnostic & Treatment Center share a common ownership. This less-
than-arm’s-length relationship is disclosed in the notes to Just Kids’ Annual Financial Statement.
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Audit Findings and Recommendations
For the three fiscal years ended June 30, 2014, we identified $417,994 in reported costs that did 
not comply with the Manual’s requirements for reimbursement. The ineligible costs included 
$229,117 in personal service costs and $188,877 in other than personal service (OTPS) costs (see 
Exhibit on page 15 of this report).  In addition, we identified two significant issues pertaining to 
related-party transations that warrant additional SED review and analysis.

Personal Service Costs

According to the Manual, personal service costs, which include all taxable and non-taxable salaries 
and fringe benefits paid or accrued to employees on the agency’s payroll, must be reported on 
the provider’s CFR as either direct care costs (e.g., teachers’ salaries) or non-direct care costs 
(e.g., administrators’ salaries). During fiscal years 2011-12 through 2013-14, Just Kids reported 
about $22.6 million in personal service costs. We identified $229,117 in personal service costs 
that did not comply with the Manual’s guidelines for reimbursement, as follows:

Employee Day Care Discounts 

Non-mandated fringe benefits are the costs of employer contributions for fringe benefits not 
mandated by Federal, State, or local laws. According to the Manual, examples include vacation 
leave, sick leave, health and dental insurance, and employer’s contribution to pension or 
retirement plans.  According to the Manual, costs will be considered for reimbursement if they are 
reasonable, necessary, directly related to the education program, and properly documented. On 
the CFRs for fiscal years 2011-12 through 2013-14, Just Kids charged $290,042 in non-mandated 
fringe benefits (discounted day care fees) provided to 63 employees and one non-employee.  
Just Kids officials advised that the discounted day care fees were a benefit intended to retain 
employees and to attract students to its SCIS program.

We reviewed the eligibility process for this benefit and found that it was offered to 17 individuals 
(16 employees and one non-employee) whose niece and/or grandchildren (rather than children) 
were enrolled in the Just Kids programs.  We recommend that SED disallow the $108,662 that 
was charged to the SED Programs on behalf of the 17 individuals, since these individuals are not 
the parents of the children and are, therefore, not direct beneficiaries of the discount, and in one 
case, not an employee. 

No Time Records/Work Product

The Manual stipulates that reimbursable compensation costs must be based on approved and 
documented payrolls. Payrolls must be supported by employee time records, which must be 
signed by both the employee and his/her supervisor, and completed at least monthly. 

On its CFRs for fiscal years 2011-12 through 2013-14, Just Kids reported $70,951 in salary and 
fringe benefits for an employee who organized and sequenced student files at an offsite storage 
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facility.  However, Just Kids could not provide time records to support the employee’s time and 
attendance during the three-year period. According to Just Kids’ Executive Director, time records 
were neither required nor maintained because the employee was unable to maintain such records 
and was not required to work a normal workday schedule. The Executive Director advised that the 
employee, who was a full-time employee at an unrelated organization, worked only on demand, 
which primarily occurred at the beginning and end of the school year.  To make a reasonable 
determination as to the time worked by the employee, we reviewed invoices related to items 
stored at the facility. However, the invoices were inconclusive, and, in the absence of timesheets 
or other time records, were insufficient to establish that work was performed by the employee. 
Therefore, we recommend SED disallow the $70,951 in salary and fringe benefits claimed for this 
employee because the expenses were insufficiently documented. 

Overstated Compensation 

The Manual stipulates that reimbursable compensation costs must be based on approved and 
documented payrolls. Payrolls must be supported by employee time records, which must be 
signed by both the employee and his/her supervisor, and completed at least monthly. In addition, 
the Manual requires entities operating approved programs to develop employer-employee 
agreements with written salary schedules and issue them to employees. 

Just Kids shares certain employees with the Diagnostic & Treatment Center. On the CFRs for 
fiscal years 2011-12 and 2012-13, Just Kids claimed $42,547 and $34,089 in salaries and fringe 
benefits, respectively, for two shared employees.  The employees each worked 20 hours per 
week at Just Kids and 20 hours per week at the Diagnostic & Treatment Center. One of the two 
employees, a payroll specialist, spent her workdays telecommuting.  Just Kids maintained no 
employer-employee agreement to support how many hours these employees were contracted 
to work. When we reviewed time records for the two employees, we found that each worked 10 
hours rather than the 20 hours per week claimed by Just Kids on its CFRs. Therefore, Just Kids 
should have claimed only half of their salaries and fringe benefits. As a result, we recommend SED 
disallow $38,800, ($22,922 and $15,878, respectively, for each employee) the excess salary and 
fringe benefits claimed for the programs we audited. 

Just Kids officials claimed that the two employees often performed tasks outside of their regular 
work hours, and provided supplementary documentation, such as invoices, to show that one of 
the employees made after-hours purchases for the school and performed other duties.  However, 
these were insufficient to show that they routinely worked more than 10 hours per week for Just 
Kids. 

Bonuses

According to the Manual, bonus compensation shall mean a non-recurring and non-accumulating 
(i.e., not included in base salary of subsequent years) lump sum payment in excess of regularly 
scheduled salary which is not directly related to hours worked. In addition, bonus compensation 
is restricted to direct care employees only.
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In fiscal year 2011-12, Just Kids claimed $10,704 in bonuses (salary and fringe benefits) paid to 
three of its administrative/executive level employees. Since these three employees were not in 
direct care titles, we recommend that SED disallow the $10,704 that was improperly charged 
to the SED Programs. Just Kids officials agreed with the disallowance and acknowledged that 
reimbursements should not have been claimed for the three administrative/executive level 
employees.

Other Than Personal Service Costs 

According to the Manual, OTPS costs must be reasonable, necessary, program-related, and 
sufficiently documented. During fiscal years 2011-12 through 2013-14, Just Kids charged $31.1 
million in OTPS expenses to the SED Programs. We identified $188,877 of those expenses that did 
not comply with SED’s reimbursement requirements. 

Expenses Not Allocated to the Diagnostic & Treatment Center

According to the Consolidated Fiscal Reporting and Claiming Manual (CFR Manual), when 
programs share the same geographic location or more than one State agency is served at the 
same geographic location, property and related costs must be allocated between the programs/
State agencies benefiting from those resources. According to the Manual, costs will be considered 
for reimbursement if they are reasonable, necessary, directly related to the education program, 
and properly documented. Therefore, shared expenses, such as utilities and maintenance, are 
to be allocated between Just Kids and the Diagnostic & Treatment Center. For fiscal years 2011-
12 through 2013-14, we found that Just Kids officials did not allocate the following expenses 
(totaling $148,590) to the Diagnostic & Treatment Center, and consequently, they were incorrectly 
allocated to Just Kids:

• $117,986 for repairs and maintenance, including $8,042 for groundskeeping services;
• $16,749 paid to the Long Island Power Authority;
• $11,754 for office supplies;
• $1,805 for telephone and Internet services; and
• $296 for a car service.  

Therefore, we recommend that SED disallow the $148,590 that was allocated to the SED Programs. 
Just Kids agreed with our disallowance and acknowledged these expenses should have been 
allocated to the Diagnostic & Treatment Center.  

Consulting Services

According to the Manual, costs of consultant services are reimbursable provided the services 
could not have been performed by an appropriately certified school officer or employee who 
possesses the necessary technical skills, or by SED’s staff.

For fiscal year 2011-12 through 2013-14, Just Kids paid $34,865 to a consultant who, once a 
month, reviewed Just Kids’ depreciation schedules, bank reconciliations, and general ledger 
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accounts, as well as ensured that Just Kids’ expenses were properly allocated. We noted, however, 
that Just Kids employed two part-time Chief Financial Officers (CFOs), whose combined work 
schedule equaled one full-time employee, and seven other fiscal staff.  For fiscal years 2011-12 
through 2013-14, Just Kids claimed $1.1 million in salaries and fringe benefits for these nine 
employees, approximately five full-time equivalents (FTEs). We recommend SED disallow $30,233 
in consulting fees that were allocated to the SED Programs. 

Just Kids officials disagreed with our disallowance. They advised that the consultant’s services 
were necessary to maintain the integrity of the entity’s financial documents. They also advised 
that having their financial documents reviewed by an outside entity is part of their internal 
control system.  However, we noted that Just Kids paid its CPA firm  $243,138 during the audit 
period for annual certifications of its general purpose financial statements and CFRs. Internal 
control assessments and substantive tests performed during these engagements should have 
provided reasonable assurance of the adequacy of Just Kids’ internal controls and the integrity of 
its financial records. Moreover, quality assurance work could also have been performed by Just 
Kids’ nine-member fiscal administration staff.  Consequently, we concluded that work performed 
by the consultant was not reasonable or necessary.  

Unsupported Telephone Expenses

According to the Manual, reimbursable OTPS expenses must be supported by sufficient and 
appropriate documentation, such as leases and invoices. On the CFRs for fiscal years 2011-12 
through 2013-14, Just Kids claimed $833 in cell phone charges.  We recommend that SED disallow 
these charges because they were insufficiently documented. 

Staff Travel

According to the Manual, costs will be considered for reimbursement if they are reasonable, 
necessary, directly related to the education program, and properly documented. Generally, 
mileage incurred when travelling from work to one’s home is considered a cost of commuting and 
thus not eligible for reimbursement. We found that Just Kids’ Assistant Executive Director (AED), 
whose home is located between Just Kids’ Lindenhurst and Middle Island sites, was reimbursed 
for traveling between the two sites at the end of her work day. At the beginning of the work 
day (generally between 8:00 a.m. and 8:30 a.m.), the AED drove 14 miles from her home to the 
Middle Island site. She would then leave at around 9:00 a.m. to travel 34 miles to the Lindenhurst 
site. At 3:00 p.m., she drove 34 miles back to the Middle Island site, spend about an hour there 
and then drove home. This travel itinerary allowed her to claim an additional $9,221 in mileage 
reimbursement. 

The AED would not have been eligible to receive this amount had she traveled home from 
Lindenhurst and then reported to the Middle Island site the following morning.  Further, we 
noted four days when this employee claimed a total of $99 in mileage reimbursement, although 
her timesheets showed she was on leave or absent those days. We find the travel to and from the 
Lindenhurst and Middle Island site at the end of the workday to be unnecessary and unreasonable. 
Therefore, we recommend that SED disallow the $9,221. 
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Other Pertinent Matters

Our audit also identified two significant issues pertaining to related-party business arrangements 
that warrant additional SED review and analysis.

Related-Party Lease Agreements

Prior to 1989, reimbursement rates for preschool special education providers were set by 
Family Courts. In 1989, NYS Education Law transferred responsibility for the provision of special 
education services from the Family Courts to local school districts, thus initiating a revised 
criteria for reimbursement of preschool special education providers. According to the Manual, 
costs incurred in a less-than-arm’s-length (LTAL)1 lease of real property transactions should be 
limited to the lesser of the owner’s actual cost or fair market value of the rental. However, the 
Manual permits reimbursement at a level other than actual costs if written approval from the 
Commissioner’s designee is provided. 

In 1985, Just Kids entered into a 15-year agreement with Cam-Held Enterprises, a related party 
owned by Just Kids’ Executive Director and its Business Director, for the lease of space at Just Kids’ 
Middle Island site. The lease was extended/renewed in 1987 and again in 2002. The 2002 renewal 
extended the lease term for 15 years at an annual rental cost of $504,000 ($18 per square foot) 
with the caveat that the renewed lease “grandfathered” the provisions contained in the original 
leases. Just Kids advised us that the cost per square foot of the current lease, which will expire on 
August 31, 2017, is consistent with the fair market rates for the area. 

For fiscal years 2011-12 through 2013-14, Just Kids’ actual costs ($1.02 million) for the Middle 
Island site consisted of taxes, utilities, maintenance, and insurance. These costs were absorbed by 
Just Kids and the Diagnostic & Treatment Center.  The fair market rent, based on their own analysis, 
was about $919,159 for the same period. However, Just Kids claimed approximately $1.94 million 
(the $1.02 million in actual costs plus the fair market value of $919,159) as rental costs, rather 
than the actual cost of $1.02 million as stipulated by the Manual, for entities that obtain written 
approval from SED. Consequently, Just Kids claimed $919,159 more than the property’s actual 
costs.  Just kids officials advised that the rental charges claimed on the CFRs were approved by 
SED’s legal counsel. We recommend that SED formally re-evaluate the reasonableness of the 
building lease and related facility costs that Just Kids should be allowed to claim on its CFRs.  
Further, such re-evaluation should be completed prior to SED’s approval of future lease renewals 
between Just Kids and Cam-Held Enterprises.

Related-Party Contracted Therapeutic Services 

According to Section II.39.B(4)a of the Manual, costs incurred in LTAL health-related service 
transactions that are determined to be above actual documented costs of the owner shall be 
reimbursed only with written approval of the Commissioner obtained prior to the LTAL transaction 
1According to the Manual, in general, a less-than-arm’s-length relationship exists when there are related parties and one party can 
exercise control or significant influence over the management or operating policies of another party, to the extent that one of the 
parties is or may be prevented from fully pursuing its own separate interests.
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upon the establishment of the cost-effectiveness that may result from the transaction. The 
Commissioner’s approval may be rescinded retroactively if, based on further review/reconciliation/
audit, it is determined that information used in the initial approval was erroneous, incomplete, 
did not fairly represent all relevant facts, data or issues, or there is inadequate supporting 
documentation for information/data provided and used during the approval process. 

For fiscal years 2011-12 through 2013-14, Just Kids contracted with the Diagnostic & Treatment 
Center, a related party, to provide 125,000 hours of occupational, physical, and speech therapy 
services to students in the SED Programs. Just Kids and the Diagnostic & Treatment Center share a 
common ownership. This LTAL relationship is disclosed in the notes to Just Kids’ Annual Financial 
Statement. On its CFRs for the three years, Just Kids claimed $15.2 million for these services. 
The Diagnostic & Treatment Center’s actual costs for therapists was $10.9 million. This left the 
Diagnostic & Treatment Center with $4.3 million for other costs associated with the provision of 
related services, such as supervision, overhead, and administration. 

Just Kids provided us with letters of approval from SED, indicating that the school’s LTAL charges 
were cost effective for the period 1999 through 2014, because rates charged by the Diagnostic & 
Treatment Center were less than SED expected. However, when we analyzed the rates of other 
similar providers in Suffolk County, we found that, on average, their hourly charges for occupational, 
physical, and speech therapies were lower than the rates the Diagnostic & Treatment Center 
charged Just Kids for the same services. 

According to Just Kids officials, the Diagnostic & Treatment Center’s rates included other costs 
providers incur and charge to the SED-approved programs in addition to therapists’ fees.  Such 
costs include clinical supervisors’ salaries and fringe benefits, support staff’s salaries and fringe 
benefits, and certain facility-related costs. Nevertheless, until such costs are formally analyzed 
and reviewed, it is unclear that the rates the Diagnostic & Treatment Center charged Just Kids 
for services were truly cost effective. Consequently, we recommend that SED review Just Kids’ 
cost analysis and supporting documentation used to demonstrate that the rates for therapeutic 
services were appropriate.

Recommendations

To SED:

1. Review the recommended disallowances resulting from our audit and make adjustments to 
Just Kids’ reimbursement rates as appropriate.

2. Work with Just Kids officials to help ensure their compliance with Manual provisions.

3. Re-evaluate Just Kids’ LTAL lease and health service transactions for fairness, reasonableness 
and cost effectiveness. 
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To Just Kids:

4. Ensure that costs reported on the future CFRs comply with all Manual requirements.

Audit Scope and Methodology
We audited the costs reported on Just Kids’ CFRs to determine whether they were properly 
documented, program related, and allowable pursuant to SED’s Manual.  The audit included 
claimed expenses for fiscal years 2011-12 through 2013-14.

To accomplish our objective, we reviewed the Manual and the CFR Manual, Just Kids’ CFRs, and 
relevant financial records for the audit period. We also interviewed Just Kids officials, staff, and 
independent auditors to obtain an understanding of their financial and business practices. In 
addition, we assessed a judgmental sample of reported costs to determine whether they were 
supported, program appropriate, and reimbursable. Our review of Just Kids’ internal controls 
focused on the controls over Just Kids’ CFR preparation process.

We conducted our performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing 
standards. These standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, 
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our 
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained during our audit provides a reasonable 
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

In addition to being the State Auditor, the Comptroller performs certain other constitutionally and 
statutorily mandated duties as the chief fiscal officer of New York State. These include operating 
the State’s accounting system; preparing the State’s financial statements; and approving State 
contracts, refunds, and other payments. In addition, the Comptroller appoints members to 
certain boards, commissions, and public authorities, some of whom have minority voting rights. 
These duties may be considered management functions for purposes of evaluating organizational 
independence under generally accepted government auditing standards. In our opinion, these 
management functions do not affect our ability to conduct independent audits of program 
performance.

Authority
The audit was performed pursuant to the State Comptroller’s authority as set forth in Article 
V, Section 1 of the State Constitution; Article II, Section 8 of the State Finance Law; and Section 
4410-c of the State Education law. 
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Reporting Requirements
We provided draft copies of this report to SED and Just Kids officials for their review and formal 
comment. We considered their comments in preparing this final report and attached the comments 
to the report. In their response, SED officials agreed with our recommendations and indicated 
that they would take certain actions to address them. Just Kids officials, however, disagreed 
with some of our report’s findings. Our rejoinders to certain Just Kids comments are included 
in the report’s State Comptroller’s Comments. Just Kids officials also included a lengthy set of 
attachments with their response. Those attachments are not included in this report. However, 
they have been retained on file at the Office of the State Comptroller.

Within 90 days of the final release of this report, as required by Section 170 of the Executive 
Law, the Commissioner of Education shall report to the Governor, the State Comptroller, and the 
leaders of the Legislature and fiscal committees, advising what steps were taken to implement 
the recommendations contained herein, and if the recommendations were not implemented, the 
reasons why.
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Exhibit

Just Kids Early Childhood Learning Center 
Summary of Submitted and Disallowed Program Costs 

for the 2011-12, 2012-13, and 2013-14 Fiscal Years 
 

Program Costs Amounts 
Submitted Per CFR 

Amounts 
Disallowed 

Amounts 
Remaining 

Notes To 
Exhibit 

Personal Services         
     Direct $19,401,807 $182,263       $19,219,544  
     Agency Administration 3,195,784              46,854         3,148,930         
Total Personal Services  $22,597,591            $229,117          $22,368,474     A - C, G 
     
Other Than Personal Services        
     Direct $29,640,439          $114,361         $29,526,078      
     Agency Administration 1,478,407               74,516        1,403,891          
Total Other Than Personal Services  $31,118,846           $188,877         $30,929,969       A, D - F, H 
     
Total Program Costs  $53,716,437         $417,994         $53,298,443    
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Notes to Exhibit
The following Notes refer to specific sections of SED’s Reimbursable Cost Manual used to develop 
our recommended disallowances. We summarized the applicable sections to explain the basis for 
each disallowance. We provided the details supporting our recommended disallowances to SED 
and Just Kids officials during the course of our audit.

A. Section II - Costs will be considered for reimbursement provided such costs are reasonable, 
necessary, directly related to the special education program, and sufficiently documented.

B. Section II.13.A.1 - Entities operating approved programs shall develop employer-employee 
agreements with written salary scales and issue them to employees. 

C. Section II.14.A.10 - Bonus compensation shall mean a non-recurring and non-accumulating 
(i.e., not included in base salary of subsequent years) lump sum payment(s) in excess 
of regularly scheduled salary which is not directly related to hours worked. In addition, 
bonus compensation is restricted to direct care titles/employees only.

D. Section II.14.A.2 - Costs of consultants’ services are reimbursable provided that the 
services could not have been performed by an appropriately certified school officer or 
employee who possesses the necessary technical skills or by SED’s staff. 

E. Section II.39.B(4)a - Costs incurred in less-than-arm’s-length (LTAL) purchase of health 
related service transactions that are determined to be above actual documented costs of 
the owner shall be reimbursed only with written approval of the Commissioner obtained 
prior to the LTAL transaction upon the establishment of the cost-effectiveness that may 
result from the transaction. The Commissioner’s approval may be rescinded retroactively 
if, based on further review/reconciliation/audit, it is determined that information used in 
the initial approval was erroneous, incomplete, did not fairly represent all relevant facts, 
data or issues, or there is inadequate supporting documentation for information/data 
provided and used during the approval process.

F. Section II.41.B.4 - Costs incurred in an LTAL lease of real property transactions shall be 
reimbursed based on owner’s actual cost or fair market value, whichever is less. 

G. Section III.1.A - Compensation costs must be based on approved, documented payrolls.  
Payroll must be supported by employee time records prepared during, not after, the time 
period for which the employee was paid.  Employee time sheets must be signed by the 
employee and a supervisor, and must be completed at least monthly. 

H. Section III.1.D - All purchases must be supported with invoices listing items purchased and 
indicating date of purchase and date of payment, as well as canceled checks. Costs must 
be charged directly to specific programs whenever possible. The particular program(s) 
must be identified on invoices or associated documents.
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Agency Comments - Just Kids Early Childhood Learning Center

*See State Comptroller’s Comments, Page 31.
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State Comptroller’s Comments
1. We revised our report to delete the recommended disallowance for non-allowable food 

expenses. In addition, we reduced the disallowances for repairs and maintenance (including 
grounds-keeping services) and office supplies by $7,631 and $5,043, respectively, and 
revised the report as appropriate. 

2. It is not reasonable to compare the day care discount to “related party transactions” and 
health insurance coverage. Generally, a grandchild is not covered under a grandparent’s 
health insurance plan, unless the grandchild is a dependent. Just Kids officials provided 
no evidence that the grandchildren were dependents of the day care discount recipients. 

3. Just Kids officials advised that the intent of the discounted day care fees was to retain 
employees and attract students to its Integrated Program. However, the 17 individuals in 
question were not parents of the children in Just Kids programs; they were grandparents, 
an aunt, and in one case an individual who did not work for Just Kids. There is no evidence 
that the grandparents, aunt, or any other employee would have ended employment with 
Just Kids if they did not receive the day care discount. Further, since the day care program 
included infants, the intent of this discount was not just for the growth of the school’s 
Integrated Program.

4. In May 2015, Just Kids’ Executive Director informed us that time records were not required 
for this employee. Further, the invoices, photographs, and other documents provided to 
the auditors were insufficient to support the work performed by this employee. 

5. According to the employee’s employment contracts, the assigned tasks were required 
to be performed during the late afternoons, and not on an “as needed” basis or by the 
agency’s next day of operation. The site visits were conducted during the time periods 
specified in the employee’s contracts. The employee could not be located during those 
visits. 

6. The notion that the employee worked “primarily at the beginning and end of the school 
year” was not a suggestion made by the auditors; rather, it was a statement by Just Kids’ 
Executive Director.

7. The letters addressed to the three administrative/executive level employees who received 
awards clearly state that the awards were merit-based and were non-recurring and non-
accumulating, thus meeting the Manual’s definition of a bonus. However, these employees 
were not in Direct Care titles, and therefore (per the Manual), they were ineligible for 
bonuses.

8. In their response, Just Kids officials acknowledged that two individuals were employed 
under Code 603. According to the CFR Manual, Code 603 employees are responsible for 
the overall fiscal management of the agency.

9. The auditors did not miscalculate the number of fiscal staff. They reported the actual 
number of employees rather than their full-time equivalents (FTEs). The nine employees 
mentioned on page 9 of the report equate to approximately five FTEs as noted in Just Kids’ 
response. We have revised our report to make it clear that the nine employees equated 
to approximately five FTEs.

10. We maintain that Just Kids fiscal staff should have possessed the necessary technical skills 
to perform the tasks for which the consultant was hired.
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11. We did not mischaracterize the services of the agency’s CPA firm. Rather, we were clear 
about the CPA’s role. As stated on page 9 of our report, the internal control assessments 
and testing done during the CPA’s certification of the financial statements and CFR should 
have provided reasonable assurance of Just Kids’ internal controls and financial integrity.

12. See Comment no. 10.
13. According to the Manual, cell phone charges that are not properly documented will not 

be reimbursed. While we understand the program’s need to have phone contact with the 
employee, Just Kids and/or the employee failed to sufficiently document the cell phone 
charges.

14. We acknowledge that the frequency of staff meetings is a programmatic decision. 
Nevertheless, it is not necessary nor cost-efficient for an employee to make duplicate 
trips to the same location on a daily basis. As evidenced by the AED’s timesheet and travel 
vouchers, she spent about 30 minutes at the Middle Island location each morning only to 
travel to a field site where she worked a portion of the day and then traveled back to the 
Middle Island location, where she spent about an hour before ending her day. We do not 
question that the face-to-face meetings were at the insistence of the Executive Director. 
Nonetheless, we maintain that the routine travel to and from the Lindenhurst and Middle 
Island sites was unnecessary and unreasonable, and it could have avoided with better 
planning. 

15. The State Comptroller’s authority to audit the costs submitted by Just Kids on its CFRs to 
SED is expressly cited on pages 3 and 12 of the report. OSC has the legal authority to make 
recommendations to SED that, in this case, may impact Just Kids payments. Our authority 
was also stated in the copy of the engagement letter that was sent to Just Kids.

16. Our review is independent of SED. We have a responsibility to report our findings as 
legally authorized and required, and in accordance with Generally Accepted Government 
Auditing Standards. Our recommendations are not a substitute for SED’s judgment. We 
acknowledged SED’s prior approval of the transactions. Thus, the expenses in question 
were not recommended for disallowance, but rather to be reviewed within the context of 
our audit findings.

17. See Comment no. 16.
18. Just Kids assertion is incorrect. OSC acknowledged SED’s approval of the transactions. Our 

review of the claimed expenses falls within the audit protocols of determining whether 
the costs are allowable.

19. OSC has legal authority to report on the matters identified.
20. We maintain that our summary and description of the arrangements are accurate.
21. We did not disregard SED’s approval of the lease.  However, we maintain that SED should 

re-evaluate any new lease arrangements because certain provisions of the current lease 
are inconsistent with the Manual’s prescriptions pertaining to less-than-arm’s-length lease 
transactions – in particular, the Manual’s requirement that reimbursement be based on 
the owner’s actual cost or fair market value, whichever is less.

22. We maintain that upon expiration of the existing lease, SED could determine that the 
basis for further approval, including extension of the allowance provisions in question, is 
no longer valid.

23. We question the extent to which SED Counsel is “constrained to recognize the lease as 
a matter of law.” As noted in our report, the Manual (which SED publishes pursuant to 
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its statutory and regulatory authority) authorizes SED to withhold approval of a less-
than-arm’s-length transaction (such as the lease with Cam-Held Enterprises) based on 
a fair presentation of all relevant facts, data, or issues and the adequacy of supporting 
documentation.  As such, SED likely has considerable latitude with respect to its review and 
approval of any lease renewal agreement between Just Kids and Cam-Held Enterprises. 

24. The fact remains that, pursuant to the Manual, the lower of an owner’s actual costs or 
fair market value is the amount that is reimbursable in a less-than-arm’s-length lease 
transaction.  Moreover, consistent with the Manual, Just Kids should not be compensated 
for costs it did not incur when the property’s market value exceeds Just Kids’ actual costs 
to maintain and operate it.

25. Just Kid’s assertion is speculative. Further, because the Diagnostic & Treatment Center 
(D & T) can provide services to other clients (besides Just Kids), Just Kids should not be 
responsible for 100 percent of D & T’s leasehold costs, and therefore it is appropriate for 
D & T to assume some portion of such costs. 

26. We acknowledge that there could have been certain limitations in our analysis of 
Contracted Therapeutic Services. Nevertheless, the fact remains that the hourly rates 
charged by D & T (and paid by Just Kids) were often higher than the rates charged by 
other providers of the same therapies in Suffolk County. Further, related service providers 
(whether it’s D & T or any other provider) commonly incur operating costs other than the 
direct costs of the therapists themselves - and such other costs are generally included in 
the rates charged by the providers. Consequently, without a detailed analysis, it is quite 
unclear that the various cost components referenced by Just Kids reliably illustrate the 
comparable cost advantage of Just Kids’ arrangement with D & T. As such, we maintain 
that SED should re-evaluate this matter. 

27. We acknowledge that SED performs an analysis of Just Kids’ costs annually. Nevertheless, 
based on our audit fieldwork and analysis, we continue to question whether the arrangement 
between Just Kids and D & T remains appropriate. Therefore, we recommended that SED 
review the propriety of the D & T arrangement, and SED agreed to do so.
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